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Finding Your Purpose

Nobody wants to live an empty life.
The two most important days in your life are the day you were born and the day you
understood why.
Type ‘finding your purpose’ into Google and you’ll get about 2 billion hits. The
estimated worldwide population of 18-65 year-olds is around the 4 billion mark,
meaning there’s enough data out there to give half of the working adults an individual
answer… of sorts.
Wondering why this is happening?

Nobody wants to live an empty life.
A life without purpose is like a ship without a captain or an athlete with no finish
line.
So I’ll say it again:
The two most important days in your life are the day you were born and the day
you understood why.
You didn’t have any control over the first day, you don’t even remember it – but
the second most important day of your life is yours for the taking…or not.
Honestly, it’s easy enough to miss it – or not even realise it was there to find.
Maybe you have an occasional sense of emptiness hovering around your daily,
mechanical routine, but it barely gives you a moment to stop and consider what
the direction of your life is. Most of us have at least fleeting moments when we
remember that we’re supposed to be discovering and fulfilling a purpose – but
apparently only enough time to tap it into a search engine and move on.
Did you know that research shows that people are increasingly choosing jobs
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based on purpose… not money. However, you can only go for a job based on
purpose if you have an idea what your purpose is in the first place. Probably what
you already know is that, despite living for the weekends, or counting down the
years until retirement, you need a motive to get out of bed every day. And money
alone isn’t cutting it.
A study published in the Journal of Research in Personality found that people who
felt a sense of purpose acquired more wealth than those who didn’t. Individuals
with a sense of purpose have higher earnings and a larger net worth than those
who feel their lives lack meaning. Even when they controlled for known factors
that predict financial success - like demographics and personality - they found
that a sense of purpose positively impacted a person’s financial life. Moreover,
the difference in wealth seemed to stand the test of time. Over the course of 10
years, people with a sense of purpose continued to have higher incomes and
bigger nest eggs than other people. The researchers concluded that people who
feel their lives have meaning are purpose-oriented, which in turn motivated them
to develop better financial habits.
All of this to say: your search for purpose is a very valid one.
It is so easy to feel like everyone has it all figured out, everyone has a purpose,
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and everyone knows what they are doing with their life. Don’t be fooled by social
media: fake is the new trend of the world and a lot of people seem to be in style.
It’s unlikely you’ve got this far without having asked:
• What is the purpose of my life?
• How will I know if I am walking in my purpose?
The fact you have chosen to download this book is a great first step to answering
some of those questions.
Here is a simple question to ask yourself early on: are you living every day with
enthusiasm, energy and passion? If not, then you almost certainly are not living
out your life’s true purposes.
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This may seem like a harsh indicator. After
all, how could someone be enthusiastic
every day? It would be boring, right?
Yet it is possible. I’m not talking about
running and jumping all over the place,
screaming like you’re tearing your lungs
out ... although I’m not ruling that out
for you! I’m also not talking about being
happy 100% of the time, never feeling an
ounce of negativity - although there’s no
reason why you can’t have some days like
this, at least.
In truth, I speak to you of a constant
peace that inhabits your inner self: a
feeling deep in your soul that arrives, in
part, through finding your place in the
world and fulfilling your purpose.
Regardless of your personality, and
even if the last 20, 30, 40 years of your
life have been dominated by… well,
boredom…. it doesn’t matter. When you
discover your purpose - and not just find
out what it is, but actually start to walk it
out - your existence will be transformed
in an incredible way. But you need to
experience this for yourself.
If you’re looking for your purpose, if you
think you know what it is but don’t know
how to live it out, if you’re not even sure
you have a purpose, if you found identity
in work and job titles which are now
ringing hollow: this book is for you.

You may feel skeptical: that I am going to be talking in esoteric terms too vague
for you to grasp and actually put into practice. You may have nihilistic days when
you feel sure that life has no meaning, and this sort of talk feels like nonsense.
But if you’ve read this far, then, whether consciously or not, you are looking for
answers. And so, I invite you to read this book with an open mind, like a child
seeing something – even something very simple like a leaf or a stone – and
responding with curiosity and wonder.
Remember how it was for you as a child receiving a new toy? You weren’t cynical
or suspicious: you were full of curiosity: scrutinizing it, trying to understand how
it works before getting on with the serious work of playing with it. That child is still
in there somewhere! And so, I urge you to read this book with the same attitude:
new discoveries, new ways forward require an open mind.
Why am I emphasising these things? Because reading and applying this book
could have life-changing implications for you. Sounds like a grand claim? Well, the
adoption and application of new ideas and the seizing of life’s purpose is actually
the only way that anyone has ever changed their life. So… let’s get going.
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“YOU MUST BELIEVE
DEEP INSIDE OF YOU,
THAT YOU WERE BORN TO
DO MORE THAN SURVIVE,
MAKE A LIVING, AND
DIE. YOU WERE CREATED
WITH A GIFT TRAPPED
INSIDE OF YOU; YOUR
JOB IS TO FIND THAT GIFT
AND SERVE IT TO THE
WORLD”
– DR MYLES MUNROE
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WHAT IS A
LIFE
PURPOSE?

What is a life purpose?
There are, of course, multiple interpretations of what the purpose of a life is. As
a Christian, I believe we were made by God and blessed with gifts and talents so
that we can make a difference in the lives of others. When we discover what these
gifts are and how to use them, then we find our purpose in life.
Your purpose is not always something you are paid to do. For example, part of
my purpose is helping people understand who they are and how to operate from
a place of authenticity. I certainly did this at work with colleagues and senior
management-but I did this from within my paid role as a charted accountant.
Put simply, we can think of the purpose of your life as being the message that
your life speaks or the story that it tells: the message you speak to the world
during your existence – and quite possibly beyond it. Purpose is about pursuing
something outside yourself focused on the greater impact you have on others
and on your surroundings.
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Follow your passion is one of the most
frequently repeated pearls of wisdom
dished out and it not correct. Passion
is emotion based, inwards looking and
sometimes ego driven. It is enthusiasm
and it does not last. Passion often would be
the fuel to launch new endeavors, but not
enough to sustain them.
It is never too late to be thinking about
your purpose; it is never too late to change

Purpose
is what
will keep
you going
regardless of
your passion
or energy
– T.Layhew

direction to adopt a more conscious and
intentional life, driven by purpose. The
average age of startup founders is around
42, and the average age of entrepreneurs
who founded high-growth companies is 45.
You are not too old for your own personal
‘start-up’, a new entrepreneurial venture to
align your life to an essential objective.

THE
IMPORTANCE
OF HAVING
A LIFE
PURPOSE.

The importance of
having a life purpose
It’s quite possible for you to live an immensely busy, task-driven, accomplished
life for the next 10, 20 or 30 years and get to the end of the road and realise that
you are not where you had hoped to end up. Purpose is not about activity or
tasks or even productivity – it is about ensuring that the road you are on is taking
you where you want to go: that you have a clear vision of who you are and where
you’re going, setting long-term objectives behind your tasks and activity which
moves you in a purposeful and intentional direction. It allows you to live with
fulfillment – because – rather than feeling like life spat you out somewhere you
don’t recognise and didn’t want to be - you are able to fulfill something that you
intended and planned for right from the start.
In Robert Kiyosaki’s best-selling book, Rich Dad Poor Dad, he tells a story about the
time he was about to graduate from US Marine Corp. His dilemma was whether
to start this next life stage as an employee or launch into the world as a business
owner. He had two good options: to become a ship’s officer, sailing oil tankers for
standard oil or to become a commercial airline pilot, as many of his classmates
did. Both were tempting professions, but he knew that his purpose was to pursue
business. This allowed him the courage and focus to leave those tempting and
lucrative professions and to pursue his sense of purpose. It was not easy and he
passed through many difficult challenges and overcame many difficulties, but he
now lives a fuller life.
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When you pursue your purpose, it brings a sense of energy which at times seems
inexhaustible. The ability to pursue the purpose of my life fills me with so much
energy and passion that I live with high levels of enthusiasm. I would genuinely
rather advance my purpose than spend 6-8 hours asleep! This sense of well-being
and energy was unlocked in me when I first discovered my purpose. And years
later, it continues and it keep on growing.
Purpose does not mean everything will be good; you will have tough times. In
fact, pursuing a life of purpose can sometimes be a lot harder than following a life
of mediocrity: it will include sacrifice and struggle. But my experience has been
that it is well worth it.
When you walk in your passion your dark days become obstacles and you lose

interest. When you walk in your purpose your dark days becomes stepping

blocks that you build on, blocks that helps you build resilience, courage and
grit.

For me, finding my purpose has meant taking multiple leaps of faith and constantly
stepping outside of my comfort zone, which is scary, but fulfilling. I have been
able to make a difference to the lives of friends, family and organizations. I have
grown and learnt to adapt, handle failure and now I am helping people do the
same. I want the same for you.
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How to find your
purpose in life
Now, you have some understanding about what a purpose of life means, the
importance of having a purpose and what will happen to you when you discover
it, the question remains, how do you discover it?
You will need a pen, paper and some space for this, as we work through some
steps that will enable you to discover your own unique purpose for your life.

1. Spending time with yourself
Spending time with yourself is the crucial first step.
Although you might not have had time before because of your tight schedule
with work or home life, Covid-19 has had forced everyone to slow down. A lot of
people are working from home due to quarantine, others have unfortunately lost
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their jobs or been furloughed. Whatever your circumstances, it’s likely that the
bottom line is you have time that you didn’t have before.
Maybe you have time by yourself that you are not enjoying or struggling to know
what to do with. Be encouraged that this is actually a huge opportunity.

Purpose is not something that is derived externally: it starts internally,
and this requires you to get to know yourself.
Underneath your skin is huge untapped potential, but with between 50,000-70,000
thoughts per day running through your mind, it can take some considerable
practice and intention to train and harness those thoughts. Between the opinions
of others, social media and other external influences our own internal voice can
get drowned out. We have to learn to silence these externalities and speak to
ourselves, speak to our own souls, and listen again to the deep places inside us.
This is the foundation that everything will be built upon.
The best place to capture all those thoughts is in a journal. This is the place where
you write your fears, your hopes, your dream, your prayers, your vision and your
crazy thoughts. This is a place where you be real and let everything out because
it is just for you and no one else.
Steve Jobs said “You can’t connect the dots looking forward; you can only connect
them looking backwards” and that is what journaling allows you to do. You can
look back over your life, your experiences, the good and the bad and start to
connect the pieces together.
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The best way to start is simply by asking yourself questions.
Now, grab your journal and answer the following questions:
•

What do you love doing?

•

If money was not an issue what would you do?

•

What comes easily to you?

•

What are your superpowers?

•

What fills you up and what drains you?

•

What have you tried and stopped because of other people’s opinions, a
loss of confidence or another barrier?

•

What is it you dream of and have felt unable to pursue?

•

What do you see others doing that makes your heart skip a beat?

If you are struggling with any of these questions, try to track back to your childhood.
What did you love doing as a child? What were your dreams? Your favorite toys?
Your favorite places? What did you tell your friends you were going to do when you
grew up? Whilst unlikely to give you the answer directly, they will give you some
clues. If you wanted to be a doctor or a teacher that tells you something about
your heart – that it longs to help people. If you wanted to be a soldier or a fireman
– that tells you something about your heart’s longing to be daring and live a life of
adventure. If you wanted to be a dancer or a pop star – that tells you something
about your innate creativity and extrovert nature. Reflecting back helps us figure
out what we’re missing and might bring some surprising revelations about who
you really are.
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2. Ask
One of the best (and potentially scary!) ways to help you understand your purpose
is to ask people what they think about you. These responses will complement the
first process and help you to discover the things that step one was unable to
uncover.
None of us are able to see ourselves completely accurately. Whether you like
it or not, we all have flaws we can’t see – as well as assets and gifts we haven’t
recognised. The people that know you best, or that you see regularly will see you
from a different perspective. They’re unlikely to tell you what they see without an
invitation, and probably also because they don’t want you to feel bad about some
things!
The Johari Window was created by psychologists Joseph Luft, which helps illustrate
the things we can and can’t see about ourselves. You can see from the diagram
that there are things you know about yourself that others don’t know – and there
are also things that others see in you, or know about you that you can’t see for
yourself. This is known as a blind spot, and everyone experiences this.
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Known to Self

Known
to Others

Not known
to Others

OPEN

HIDDEN

Not known to Self

BLIND
SPOT

UNKNOWN

So now it’s time for you to think of the people in your life whom you like, trust, and
respect. Start to make a list of possible people that you are going to seek advice
from: it could be a teacher, mentor, member of your family, friend or someone
else that you trust. You are going to ask them a series of questions and you are
also going to need to emphasise with them that you are looking for a sincere
answer and that you are giving them the go-ahead to say both positive and critical
things.
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These are the sorts of questions that you’re going to ask them. You may like to
write these down in your journal next to the list of names:
•

What do you think are the things that make me come alive?

•

In what ways have I made an impact on your?

•

(For those that have known you a while): Can you remember what I 		

		
•
		

loved doing when I was younger?
What kind of work do you think might suit my personality? Can you 		
explain why you think that?

How you ask the question will directly affect the answers you receive so put
people on the spot. They might need some time to think about it and get back
to you which is okay but that initial surprise ask will jolt their brain and get them
thinking.
You will need to work hard at keeping your mind open as your receive their
responses, because some of the answers might be a little bit surprising.
You will also need some discernment as some of the answers might be filled with
personal or cultural biases which is why who you ask is key to this exercise.
If it starts to feel a bit difficult or uncomfortable, don’t forget that you are doing
this to learn about yourself from a different perspective in order to get an
accurate picture of yourself. This has the potential to unlock a passion that you
had forgotten you ever had.
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3. Visualization
“You can’t do anything that you can’t picture yourself doing. Once you make the
picturing process conscious and deliberate, you begin to create the self you want to
be.”
Visualization allows you to define a purpose by creating key mental images that
will help you to achieve it. The more detailed the mental pictures, the easier it will
be to reach the purpose. Visualization does not only call upon our ability to see
something mentally, but it also involves using all of our other senses.
Visualization works because of how our brains are wired. The neurons in our
brain interpret images as real life.
For example, when we envision ourselves running up a flight of stairs, the neurons
in our brain receive an impulse that tells them to perform the movement.
This then creates a new neural pathway that tells our bodies to act as we have
just imagined.
So when you visualize doing things, your body is creating pathways and memories
of how to do that action even though you never actually performed the action.
Visualization can help you to overcome the inevitable limitations that will stand
in your way between you and your purpose. If you continually picture what your
purpose is, you will be willing to do more and more likely to achieve no matter
the challenge that you face along the way. Once you have your purpose in your
mind, it can become your health obsession, motivating you forward all the time.
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Your future starts with the seeds you plant
in your mind, your actions water those
seeds and manifest in your reality.
Whilst you visualize your purpose, push yourself out of your comfort zone –
dream big!
Where would you really love to be in the next five years? What life do you want to
be living? Close your eyes, consider and then visualize - in the next 5 years:
•

Where do I want to be?

•

How do I want to be of service to others?

•

What do I want to be doing?

•

How do I want to be remembered?
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WRITE IT DOWN.
And the go back and consider, in order to reach that 5-year goal, where do I
need to be in 6 months? In 1 year? In 3 years? Think these things through deeply,
visualize them, write them down.
When I wanted to buy my house, I was broke but that did not stop me visualizing.
I had in my mind what kind of house I wanted, what kind of furnishing and the
location. I researched how much houses where that suited my criteria, how much
I had to earn to be able to afford the mortgage and how long it would take me to
save the deposit. By visualizing and breaking down the steps I knew what I had to
do to make that dream a reality and potentially how long it would take me.
Life never unfolds in a linear way however when you start to intentionally move
and work towards your purpose, your life will change for the better.
There are a whole host of reasons why people do not end up fulfilling their
purpose: on the one end of the scale, we find common barriers such as fear, family,
friends or intimidation. However, on the other end of the scale is contentment
and comfort. We know that fear and intimidation can paralyse us from action, but
comfort hold us back in a more subtle way – by making us apathetic, encouraging
us to settle for what we already have and go for the easy life. If you really want to
fulfill your purpose, you must not entertain anything to hold you back.
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Finding a purpose doesn’t guarantee you an
easy start – implementing it will take work
and commitment. But let’s be honest, you’re
probably already investing a lot of time and
energy into something that isn’t connected
to your purpose? Re-investing some of that
energy into something you feel a conviction
about will release a passion and joy that
will sustain you: because you are working
towards a hope that is not driven by money,
but by a sense of personal fulfillment.
Fulfilling your purpose is not something
that you can achieve in days, weeks or even
months and it’s not something that can
be figured our easily. It can be a lifelong
journey, and, as is true of all journeys, they
are undertaken one step at a time. It will
require a sense of awareness, as you learn
to pay more attention to yourself and the
impact you’re having on the world around
you.
Take the courage to face your future, because
discovering and fulfilling your purpose is
your future.

When you were
born, you cried and
the world rejoiced;
live your life so that
when you die, the
world cries and you
rejoice.
Indian Proverb
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If you have found this book helpful and you know anyone who would benefit from
reading it and going through these exercises please share it with them.
If you would like to leave a comment or testimony on how this book has helped you
drop me a DM on Instagram @liveyourquotes or LinkedIn SopeAgbelusi.
If you want to explore any of the topics above in more detail email me at
hello@mindsetshift.co.uk and I will get back to you.
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If you liked this resource,
please let us know!
Contact Wendy at –
admin@makingconversationscount.com

Don’t forget to visit the website for more
useful resources
www.makingconversationscount.com

